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1 Introduction
Reliable storage emulations from fault-prone components have established them-
selves as an algorithmic foundation of modern storage services and applications.
Most existing reliable storage emulations are built from storage services sup-
porting custom-built read-modify-write (RMW) primitives (e.g., [2]). Since such
primitives are not typically available with pre-existing or off-the-shelf compo-
nents (such as cloud storage services or network-attached disks), it is natural to
ask if they are indeed essential for efficient storage emulations.
In this paper, we answer this question in the affirmative. We prove that the
number of registers required to emulate a reliable multi-writer register for k
clients from a collection of multi-writer multi-reader (MWMR) atomic base reg-
isters hosted on crash-prone servers requires at least kf registers where f is the
maximum number of tolerated server failures. We further show that this bound
cannot be circumvented even in the failure-free runs where emulated register
operations do not execute concurrently, which implies that no such algorithm
can be adaptive to point contention.
Given the base registers are stored on servers, we also address the number of
servers required to support the emulation under assumption that the number of
registers per server is bounded by a known constant m. We show that the num-
ber of servers required to support k clients exceeds the requisite kf/m servers
stipulated by our space bound by at least f + 1 additional servers.
Our bounds apply to any reliable implementations of a multi-writer register,
which are at least safe [8], and solo-terminating. They complement and tighten
the lower bounds of [1], and shed light onto inherent costs of the existing con-
structions of reliable services out of unreliable MWMR registers [4].
On a positive side, we show that Compare-and-Swap (CAS) primitives, which
readily available with many popular cloud data stores (such as Amazon Dy-
namoDB) can be used to emulate a reliable multi-writer atomic register with
constant storage and adaptive time complexity.
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2 Overview of the Results
We assume an asynchronous distributed system where clients coordinate by ac-
cessing shared objects stored on a collection of servers. Both clients and servers
can fail by crashing. We study space complexity of storage services that mask
the client and server failures by emulating a single reliable MWMR register. Our
reliability requirement is f -tolerance, that is, the register must remain correct
as long as at most f servers and any number of clients crash.
Lower Bounds Below, we give statements of our space lower bounds for f -
tolerant register emulations where the objects stored on servers are MWMR
atomic wait-free registers. The proofs can be found in [5].
Theorem 1. For any k ≥ 0, f ≥ 0, there is no f -tolerant algorithm emulating
a multi-writer safe [8] solo-terminating register for k clients that uses less than
kf base registers in all failure-free runs r such that no two emulated register
operations execute concurrently in r.
Theorem 2. For any f > 0, there is no f -tolerant algorithm that emulates a
multi-writer safe solo-terminating register such that the number of registers used
by the emulation is adaptive to point contention [3].
Theorem 3. For any m > 0, ` > 0, and f ≥ 0, there is no f -tolerant algorithm
emulating a multi-writer safe solo-terminating register register for k ≥ `m clients
using less than `f + f + 1 servers if each server can store at most m registers.
Upper Bound In [5], we show that a single CAS object per server is sufficient
to implement an f -tolerant wait-free atomic MWMR register for any number
of clients whose time complexity is adaptive to point contention. Our result is
derived in a modular fashion by first obtaining the RMW primitive required by
the multi-writer ABD emulation (MW-ABD) of [7] from a sinlge CAS, and then
plugging the resulting primitive into MW-ABD.
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